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CITY OF ALBANY 

BUDGET COMMITTEE MEETING 

Council Chambers 

Tuesday, May 18, 2010 
 

MINUTES 

 

PRESENT: Mayor Sharon Konopa and Councilors Jeff Christman, Bill Coburn, Bessie Johnson, and Dick Olsen; 

and Budget Committee Members Raymond Lusk, Susan Folden, Colleen Keller, Steve Terjeson, and 

Wendy Kirbey  

 

ABSENT: Budget Committee Members Bruce Peters and Doug Moore; and Councilors Floyd Collins and Ralph 

Reid Jr. 

 

CALL TO ORDER 

 

Chair Susan Folden called the meeting to order at 6:39 p.m. 

 

ELECTION OF OFFICERS 

 

Folden called for nominations.   

 

MOTION: Mayor Sharon Konopa moved to elect Susan Folden to the position of Chair; Steve Terjeson to Vice Chair; 

and Colleen Keller to Secretary.  Councilor Bessie Johnson seconded the motion and it passed 10-0. 

 

PUBLIC COMMENT 

 

Jo Rae Perkins, 1033 Maple Street SW, is President of the Albany Visitors Association (AVA).  She passed out a 

document titled “How Albany Visitors Association Impacts Albany’s Economy” (see agenda file) and the Oregon 2010 

Events Calendar (see agenda file).  Perkins said the AVA learned that the proposed budget cuts their grant by 5% over 

last year.  She said, this is in addition to the $10,000 cut from last year.  AVA is the marketing arm of the City and the 

community.  She said the AVA’s task and job is to bring visitors into Albany, have them stay in the hotels, and spend 

time in our area.  Tourism is the third industry in Oregon according to Travel Oregon.  Travel spending in Linn County 

is over $100 million dollars, which creates 1,250 jobs in Linn County.  At this point, the AVA has already created their 

budget at the same levels as last year and did not ask for an increase.  Last year’s cut was $10,000 and this budget 

proposes another $17,000 cut, for a total of $27,000 over two years.  

 

Perkins said they operate with 3.8 Full Time Equivalent (FTE) employees and eliminated .5 last fall.  They are already 

cut to the bare bones.  All that is left to cut is advertising, but without that they can’t bring folks to hotels, which in turn 

boosts the transient room tax.  For example, one Sunset Magazine ad cost $2,000 and one billboard for one month is 

over $2,000.  She said AVA’s job is to market Albany.  Albany is a great hub on the I-5 corridor.  She asked the 

Budget Committee to review the information provided and the magazine, which is a sample of the advertising they are 

doing.  She said Albany is on the cover, both front and back, and of course the Northwest Art & Air Festival which is 

an award winning program.  She said they are already not having the Willamette River Festival. 

 

Regarding staff, Perkins said they have not had a raise in over two years and do not get benefits.  They do not make 

what a City employee makes.  They have jobs because they love what they do.  They know they will not be getting a 

raise.  She asked the Budget Committee to please reconsider the 5% cut to AVA.  

 

Councilor Bill Coburn said that Budget Committee Member Bruce Peters was not able to attend due to a surgery that 

had complications.  He hopes to make it to the next meeting. 
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ADOPTION OF MINUTES 

 

April 20, 2009, Joint Budget Committee & Planning Commission 

April 12, 2010, Joint Budget Committee & Planning Commission 

May 18, 2009, Budget Committee 

May 19, 2009, Budget Committee 

May 20, 2009, Budget Committee 

January 21, 2010, Budget Committee Work Session 

 

It was noted that the April 20, 2009, Joint Budget Committee & Planning Commission minutes had Budget Committee 

Member Ray Lusk’s name misspelled. 

 

Keller pointed out that she was not in attendance at the January 21, 2010, Budget Committee Work Session, though the 

minutes reflect that she was. 

 

MOTION:  Councilor Bessie Johnson moved to accept minutes with corrections.  Terjeson seconded the motion and it 

passed 10-0. 

 

BUDGET MESSAGE 

 

City Manager Wes Hare said the general message of the budget is that the constraints this year are even greater than in 

the past.  There has been a decline in the rate of revenues and fixed increases in operating costs, most notably in 

personnel costs which are driven by benefit costs and some salary increases built into union contracts.  Hare said, this 

does not mean the City is broke; rather, we are funding the vast majority of things funded before and are maintaining 

reserves, but the reserves cannot go any lower.  To that end, the budget is proposing no cuts to reserves.  The large 

unsettled chunk from litigation (PepsiCo) is being put into the reserve fund.   The Budget Committee can leave it in 

reserves, and the City Council can choose where they want that resource to go throughout the year. 

 

Hare noted that Councilor Ralph Reid Jr. also had surgery last week and is also not able to attend.  In his absence, Reid 

had asked Hare to share some of his concerns.  

 

Hare thinks folks have the impression that when he presents the Proposed Budget, he is presenting for a number of 

different funds.  Often the resources in one fund cannot be used in another fund, so if there is enough in one fund there 

still may be cuts in others. 

 

Hare said on page 3 of the Proposed Budget, the graph shows an absolute cut in the following funds: General Fund 

(4.13%); Capital Projects Fund (44.76%); Permanent Fund (3.16%); Enterprise Fund (20.02%); and Internal Services 

Fund (6.01%).  The Special Revenues Fund would also be in the red if it were not for the PepsiCo settlement.  The only 

increase is in Debt Service, because there is an increased amount of debt for the Waste Water Treatment Plant 

(WWTP).  This Budget represents a decrease in the amount of money to spend in the year ahead.  Hare said that in 

2007, the City saw an increase in revenues of about 10% while expenses increased at a lower rate, so enough money 

was put in reserves to build them higher than even City policies require.  But reserves have been used to cushion 

Budgets in the years since then.  Hare also noted that in 2007 the property tax revenues were sufficient up to the point 

when there might be a decline in construction; and that is exactly what happened in subsequent years.  Hare does not 

anticipate an increase in property tax revenues, so he thinks the only real solution is to reduce the size of the workforce. 

This proposal reduces the workforce from 420 plus, to about 396 – a significant reduction.  Also, the non-represented 

employees have not received cost of living increases (COLAs) for two years, for a savings to the City of $500,000.  

 

Johnson asked, how much is the health insurance increase?  Hare said it varies with different benefit plans.  For Pacific 

Source it is 14%.  The City has not yet reached an agreement with Blue Cross. 

 

Councilor Dick Olsen asked what the cost is.  Staff will have that number at the next meeting.  Hare pointed out that 
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last year Pacific Source’s increase was 8%.  

 

Folden asked, how many non-represented employees are there?  Hare said about 75. 

 

On page 8, Folden asked if the Leave Buy-Back option was a one-time opportunity.  Hare said yes.  

 

Johnson asked how much the Voluntary Separation Incentive Program (VSIP), on page 7, would save the City.  Staff 

replied that in 2011 it will save $154,000 net, and in the following year it will save $638,000.  Johnson is concerned 

that the VSIP program is done on a voluntary basis.  Hare said yes, with one possible exception in which case the 

employee was notified that their position may be considered for elimination, so they chose the VSIP.  There are 13 

VSIP recipients and of that, six were management positions.  This will result in some lower level of service and loss of 

historical knowledge, but staff will do their best to fill the gaps.  In some same cases, they will not be able to. 

 

Budget Committee Member Steve Terjeson asked, the Beginning Balance (on page 14) for 2010-11 is $2,072,100; and 

next year it will be about $700,000 less, including all the cuts being proposed?  Hare said yes.  Staff projected a five 

year trend analysis of fund balances; this year’s budget will stabilize that, so the reduction does not happen in the years 

ahead. 

 

Olsen asked, are we still helping the state pay PERS for state employees?  Hare said yes, the City is required to pay a 

certain percentage under our personnel costs.  If Olsen’s concern is that the amount will increase, Hare said it will, but 

they won’t know that number until September. 

 

Folden said that in his weekly blog Hare suggested using the Building Reserve Fund to save some of the layoffs.  Hare 

said that there are three public safety positions that they decided to show as unfunded to illustrate the point that the 

current revenues are not keeping pace.  But since they already have vacant, unfilled positions (four in Fire and three in 

Police), cutting three additional public safety positions would jeopardize service levels.  They have reserve funds with 

sufficient revenue to deal with this in the coming year, and next year will realize the full benefits of the VSIP.  

However, Albany is like everyone else – it depends on what happens to our revenues.  There are unknowns.  This is a 

temporary measure to save three positions in the public safety programs. 

 

Olsen asked, how long can the City go without putting money in equipment replacement?  Hare said the Directors 

would be better able to assess the equipment needs than he, though he can say the City’s equipment is good since we 

have done a good job historically of maintaining high level equipment. 

 

Folden asked Hare how the VSIP was distributed.  Hare said there were nine from Public Works; one from Parks & 

Recreation; two from Finance; and one from Police. 

 

Folden said departments were asked to cut 2%; but in order to encompass increasing costs did some have to go higher 

than that?  Hare said yes.  Folden asked, so when looking at the FTEs they are not proportional?  Hare said that is 

correct; it varies.  Hare commented that there was a high level of professionalism and maturity from Directors in doing 

what is best for the community.  Directors did not defend “their own” at the expense of everyone else.  They advocated 

for their own of course, but they also listened to each other and wanted to find the best way to continue delivering 

services to the community.   

 

Johnson said if the Albany Fire Department (AFD) is down five positions and the Albany Police Department (APD) is 

down four positions, then as citizens we are losing nine public safety positions, yet we are only cutting a .25 position in 

the Library.  Hare said that is due to the size of the Police and Fire proportionally to the Library.  He said the Library 

also made significant cuts and they did have private funding which avoided even more cuts.  But the department that 

was most seriously hit is Parks & Recreation; the cuts impact eight employees, three which will lose their jobs and five 

that are losing hours.  Johnson said if there is any way to fund the Police and Fire positions, she would like to explore 

the options.   
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Folden pointed out letters from public in support of Parks & Recreation programs, from Shirley J. Harrison (see agenda 

file) and Jan Edwards (see agenda file).  There is also a letter from Sharon K. Edwards on the dais (see agenda file), 

also in support of Parks & Recreation programs.  

 

BEGIN BUDGET REVIEW BY DEPARTMENT 

 

Police 

 

Police Chief Ed Boyd provided a sheet summarizing Police Department Budget Reductions (see agenda file).  

 
Boyd said it is a privilege to be Albany’s Police Chief.  This year’s budget process has been difficult, to say the 

least.  Each budget being presented over the next couple nights has made significant cuts.  The cuts are necessary 

and much work has gone into each department’s budget to do what is needed in order to maintain fiscal 

responsibility but with an eye towards doing as much as possible to maintain service levels for our community.  As 

difficult as the entire budget process was, it was handled with grace, cooperation, and much collaboration between 

the City Manager and all the Directors.  He said, our community is incredibly blessed to have these people leading 

each of these departments.  Every conversation, every brainstorming session, and every time these budget issues 

were discussed and debated, it was apparent that each person was looking to the big picture and not just how it 

impacted their individual department.  He is proud to be a part of this team.  Boyd also thanked his staff for their 

diligent efforts and critical input in putting this budget together.  Their experience and expertise are invaluable 

both to him and to the community. 

 

Boyd said that in order for the Police Department to meet the target amount they were given by the City Manager 

for the FY 2010-11 Budget, they were required to cut $647,133.  The total Police Department budget reduction is 

just over 5.6%, when they account for the increased costs that Hare described in his budget message.  

 

Boyd said they cut $426,633 in Personnel costs and $220,500 from Materials & Supplies.  The cut to Materials & 

Services equals over 21% of their discretionary line items (a 9.84% cut overall).  This is on top of the more than 

$92,000 they cut from Materials & Supplies during the last budget process, which totals over $312,000 over two 

years.  They have cut as much as they can from Materials & Supplies in order to still function appropriately.  He 

noted that the Budget Committee will see a reduction in every single discretionary Materials & Services line item. 

  

Boyd said APD has 94.250 authorized FTEs.  The proposed budget funds 90.250 FTEs between the Public Safety 

Levy and the General Fund – a difference of four positions.  Three of the four positions they are proposed to lose 

are currently vacant and the fourth is a filled position that would require a layoff, if the one-time reserves 

recommended by the City Manager are not used to save it.   

 

The four positions proposed to be cut are three Police Officer positions and one Community Service Officer 

(CSO) position.  One of the police officer positions is a Captain’s position and the other two are line officers.  

Captain Ben Atchley is participating in the VSIP and will officially retire on June 30, 2010.  He will then work for 

the City up to 1,039 hours as allowed under the retirement agreement; this will take him through the end of 

calendar year 2010.  The first year savings from Atchley’s retirement is $103,162 and the second year savings will 

be $171,225.  The two other sworn officer positions will be open positions as of July 1, 2010, but will not be filled 

this budget year and probably not in next year’s either.  Boyd said the CSO position is currently filled; it is 

important for the City to maintain this position and this employee through the use of reserve funds, as 

recommended by Hare.   

 

Boyd said that losing any of the open positions is not ideal.  The impact of losing the Captain’s position will 

require reorganization at APD.  They currently operate under a three-division organizational format where each 

division is commanded by a Captain so the loss of one Captain’s position will require them to move to a two-

division organizational format where the two remaining captains will be picking up the work currently done by the 

third and taking on the overall responsibilities of that third division and its personnel.  Boyd said they will be 
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discussing and planning for that change over the next few months.  The reorganization will be effective as of 

January 2011.  Given the outlook of the economy, even a year or two into the future, Boyd is very doubtful he will 

be able to fill the Captain’s position so this reorganization is necessary.  He said they will absorb the loss of the 

two open line officer positions and make any internal changes necessary to mitigate that loss in patrol response 

capabilities so that service capabilities are not unduly hampered.  They watch their response times closely which is 

generally a first indicator if adjustments need to be made. 

 

Boyd said that three positions in and of themselves don’t necessarily hamper overall response capabilities – 

however, in reality, when compounded by absences due to injuries or family leave or other issues, they are actually 

down six Police Officers and project that they might be down 8-9 by July 1.  This just exacerbates the situation.   

Boyd also expects at least one opening to occur in the communications section by the end of summer and possibly 

another within the next six months.  It is very likely that they will not fill one of those positions until they know 

what the 2011-12 budget implications might be.  One of the reasons they feel they are able to absorb these open 

positions at this time when they might not have been able to in previous years, is that the call load (calls for 

service) is actually down, and was about 10% less in 2009 than the previous year so far.  2010 is holding steady.  

A reduced call volume might help to mitigate these losses to some degree.  Boyd said they will continue to watch 

their call load and response times closely for negative indicators.      

 

Boyd said the cuts to Materials & Services are substantial but they feel that they can still meet the basic 

responsibilities of APD’s mission and provide adequate public safety services to the community and Albany 

residents with what they have.  They will be monitoring all of these areas even more closely than usual.  Boyd said 

APD has a very good record of being prudent and responsible with their funding which is evident given the 

amounts they return to the General Fund at the end of each year.   

 

Boyd recalled that in last year’s budget, they did not contribute any funding to Equipment Replacement – a 

$211,000 cut ($135,000 from General Fund and $76,000 from Public Safety Levy).  They are foregoing the 

funding of Equipment Replacement at the same level.  They are now behind by about $270,000 in the General 

Fund and $152,000 in the Public Safety Levy over the last two years. 

 

Boyd said that APD is not funding any community grants out of the 2010-11 proposed budget.   

 

Boyd said that the end of April marked 83.33% of the budget year and at that point, APD, had expended 79.74%, 

putting them 3.59% ahead.  This equates to a $419,390 savings at the end of April.  Conservatively, Boyd would 

project between $280,000 and $300,000 in savings at the end of the budget year, absent any unexpected large 

scale expenditures.  The Public Safety Levy budget is similar and reflects a current savings of $59,000, or 6% at 

the end of April.  Boyd believes this is another indicator of how carefully they manage their budget. In the last two 

years they have returned $323,000 and $268,000 respectively to the General Fund at the end of the year. 

 

Boyd said that in the Public Safety Levy budget they have an increase of 2.99% over this year’s levy amount – 

however, that increase is barely keeping up with the inflationary costs associated with Personnel costs.  Every 

single line item in Materials & Services shows a decrease from the current year’s amounts.  Materials & Services 

was reduced by 17.61% for the 2010-11 year.     

 

Boyd stressed that this budget is simply a zero-frills budget that provides the basic resources for APD to meet the 

service needs of the community.   

 

Boyd said that in the past he has spent time highlighting some of the things done by APD personnel over the 

previous year.  Although he doesn’t have the time to do that this year, he is very proud of the continuing work that 

his staff does in this community.  Every day he sees examples of APD’s mission statement of “Excellence 

Through Service.”    

 

Boyd said this budget has been reviewed by the Public Safety Commission.  They have been briefed on the 
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limitations of the Budget City-wide and concur with the APD budget              

 

Boyd asked if they had any questions. 

 

Keller noted that in line item 62110, Drug Enforcement (page 104), only $5,000 is budgeted yet $12,000 has 

already been spent this year.  Boyd said that money is used to buy drugs to gain an investigative advantage.  They 

keep extra money in a safe and only one person has access to it.  They have enough extra in the safe right now that 

an additional $5,000 for this year should be enough. 

 

Keller asked, is the DARE program going away because it was ineffective or because of the cost?  Boyd said it 

was dropped because of the cost only. 

 

Councilor Jeff Christman asked, if the police positions are put back into the Budget, what is the cost?  Boyd said it 

is $94,171 for the CSO. 

 

Coburn understands that Boyd will be watching response times and he is certain the Council will hear about any 

crime waves, etc., but he is concerned about morale at APD and the cuts made to training (13%) and reduction 

survival (14%.)  He asked, can you sustain these cuts and still give the officers what they need for training and 

protection?  What is the overall impact to the department, particularly to officer safety?  Boyd explained that 

regarding morale, there are two philosophies: either cut whole programs or cut a little from each area.  He chose 

the latter, but he also heard from staff that they would rather keep a position open but unfilled than to lay 

employees off.  Being short three officers is a short-term goal.  It does put them behind, but he would rather suffer 

at the higher level than at the front end.  The same applies to training: they can absorb the cuts for the short-term.  

The cuts were more to management training than baseline officer training. 

 

Keller asked, shouldn’t the money that is held in the safe for drug purchases be shown in the budget?  Boyd said it 

is contractual funds and is tracked by Finance.   

 

Keller is concerned about equipment.  It has a longer life if maintenance is kept up, especially for cars.  Boyd said 

the maintenance of police vehicles is still funded, but they are not funding equipment such as computers, guns, 

and tasers.  They dip into the funds when things break.  They can live with this for two years, but he would be 

concerned if they had to forgo funding for a third year. 

 

Johnson said the overtime budget has been reduced by 18.3%.  She asked, with unfilled positions, is that 

sufficient?  Boyd said that is the Public Safety Levy overtime – the General Fund was cut by less.  He thinks it 

will be enough, although overtime is difficult to predict. 

 

Fire 

 

Fire Chief John Bradner said he is proud to be Albany’s Fire Chief.  He thanked members of his management 

team and department.  There are a number of individuals that have sacrificed for the greater good during this 

Budget process.  He echoes Boyd and Hare’s compliments about the level of cooperation among Directors.  They 

all had one goal in mind: to present a balanced budget and meet the needs of the community.  He is impressed by 

how well the group works together. 

 

Bradner said there are four main budget areas: Fire Suppression, Public Safety, Fire Life Safety, and Ambulance.  

Fire’s budget is on pages 108-120.  Bradner pointed out the last two pages show two new active or soon to be 

active grants, the Damage Assessment Grant from Oregon Emergency Management and the Station 12 Seismic 

Rehabilitation Grant from the state of Oregon. 

 

Bradner said the budget focus is on reductions but they remain committed to move forward to achieve their 

mission of preventing and protecting the community from harm.  They are focused on being proactive by 
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preventing emergencies before they occur; providing quality emergency services to the community; and providing 

for the safety of Fire personnel and the community. 

 

Next fiscal year they will focus on several ongoing projects: locate property for the relocation of Fire Station 11, 

an aging facility which is over 62 years old; use $280,000 in grants for a seismic rehabilitation to Fire Station 12; 

evaluate options for development of an Emergency Services Training Center so that as hazards become more 

complex and the community grows, Fire personnel are trained and qualified to respond; and continue to pursue 

grant opportunities and look at other options for providing funding. 

 

Bradner said this is his second time doing the budget and last year wasn’t “normal” either, but if this were a 

“normal” budget year his perception is that in order to maintain status quo, AFD’s total budget would have 

increased by over $800,000, not including equipment replacement funding, in order to keep pace with increased 

costs and to fund all approved positions.  This budget does not include funding for the three vacant positions and 

includes laying off two additional positions.  Bradner said he fully supports Hare’s assertion that losing these 

positions would be unacceptable and that the replacement reserve funds should be used to keep these Fire Fighters 

(FF) and Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) positions intact. 

 

Bradner handed out a document that summarizes the Fire Department Budget Reductions (see agenda file).  He 

reviewed the document with the Budget Committee. The total AFD budget is $11,639,300 and the anticipated 

revenue is $3,576,940. 

 

Bradner noted that ambulance rates were increased in February 2010 and hopes to realize additional revenue from 

that soon. 

 

The personnel reductions total $528,000 and include: one eliminated FF/EMT day position; one FF/EMT shift 

position; two FF/EMT shift positions; one Administrative Assistant I; and one Deputy Fire Marshal-Inspection 

Position. 

 

Bradner noted that other Fire agencies are experiencing the same levels of staff reductions as Albany so although 

interagency agreements call for assistance, there is no guarantee they will be available.  There is concern about 

relying too heavily on neighboring Fire Departments to cover Albany. 

 

The Materials & Services reduction in the proposed budget is $311,700.  The Fire &Life Safety does not include 

$11,100 previously funded from the Non-Departmental for City Emergency Management Program.  Bradner 

described the savings as outlined in his handout.  They include eliminating contributions to capital equipment and 

IT equipment replacement; deferred replacement or purchase of a fire engine and two vehicles; reduced overtime 

and training budgets; not providing physicals for FFs; deferred building and grounds maintenance and transferring 

that duty to FF’s; and dispersal of Ambulance Fund costs to other funds in order to make expenditures meet 

revenues. 

 

Bradner said that although personnel reductions are having an impact on operations, the fact that emergency call 

volume is down makes the situation a little bit more tolerable at this time.  From 2002-2006 they saw an annual 

increase of 7% percent in call volume; then from 2006-2009 the call volume was stagnant.  For some reason this 

year it has decreased 5%.  He believes folks think twice about calling an ambulance due to the bill. It could also be 

that folks aren’t out doing as many discretionary activities, so are not getting into situations where they might need 

emergency services.  Another direct impact on the reduction is AFD’s focus over many years on Fire & Life 

Safety.  They have been involved in public education and compliance issues, etc.  They are in schools, in the 

community, visiting seniors, and providing home inspections.  They provide smoke detectors, bike helmets, and 

car seat checks.  Most of these are funded by AFFCAF.  They are trying to be proactive.  During the summer 

months they have a life vest program, which was recently picked up by another non-profit for support.  They have 

seen true life successes from their fire sprinkler program, such as the Thai Restaurant on Flinn Block which 

caught fire 3-4 years ago and one sprinkler held it in check until AFD could respond.  The Dollar Store fire was 
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also held in check by one sprinkler as well as fires at Trust Joist and Flakeboard. 

 

Bradner said these budget reductions are not sustainable because the economy will at some point recover, the 

community will continue to grow, and buildings and population will continue to age. 

 

In order to meet the targeted amount identified by Finance, the AFD budget provides minimal funding to maintain 

current programs and emergency operations.  It includes the layoff of two EMTs in addition to the three vacant 

positions.   Bradner asked the Budget Committee to accept the recommendation from Hare and allocate reserve 

funds to keep these positions intact.   

 

Budget Committee Member Wendy Kirbey said the personal protective equipment is taking a serious reduction.  

Bradner said that they were on a two year schedule for replacing equipment so those years were very high; now 

they are at the point where they will replace just one set of turnout gear every five years.  The 2010-11 funding is 

to maintain what they currently have.  At this point everyone has new turn out gear. 

 

Folden asked why there was an increase in Fire Suppression Contractual Services.  The 9-11 dispatch costs were 

split between Fire Suppression and Ambulance. In order to make sure expenditures matched revenues for the 

2010-11 budget, they took 50% out of Ambulance and put 100% into the Fire Suppression.     

 

Keller asked, did we get federal stimulus money for Station 11?  Bradner said eligible projects had to be       

shovel-ready so it did not qualify. 

 

Johnson asked, does the City have liability if the AFD is unable to respond to a call?  Bradner said that would be a 

question for the City Attorney.  Bradner believes they are being prudent with current numbers. 

 

Coburn asked if Bradner thinks it will impact response times.  Bradner said they will keep an eye on it by 

reviewing call volume and overlapping calls.  He said it is an indicator for them when they have multiple units out 

at the same time.  Also they have good relationships with other agency partners. 

 

Coburn asked Bradner to discuss how capital fund cuts impact self-contained underwater breathing apparatus 

(SCUBA).  He asked, what process do you use to decide what equipment to delay replacing?  Bradner said in 

about three years they have to replace half of the turnouts at a cost of $75,000, so they are good for this year.  His 

concern with the SCUBA gear is also for replacement in the future.  They will get behind by not putting money 

aside each year. 

 

Bradner addressed morale at AFD.  The Budget situation has been discussed with staff and the two positions have 

been notified of possible layoffs. 

 

Budget Committee Member Raymond Lusk asked, what is the normal staffing levels now and what will it be with 

the cuts?  Bradner said the maximum is 21 and the minimum is 17; currently there are two shifts that are at the 

maximum.  If all the reductions were in place all three would be 20/17.  This reduces the ability to staff the medic 

unit.  There is also FMLA use coming up which means AFD is forced to pay overtime to maintain staffing levels.  

Overtime has been built into the Budget based on keeping those two positions, but if they are not able to keep 

them, then the overtime costs will go up. 

 

Kirbey said the budget for Hazmat has been all over map for the last few years.  Now it is cut by 20%.  Bradner 

said the Hazmat Technical Rescue and Water Rescue are tied to a specialty team.  Each had reductions based on 

what they said their minimum expenses were.  Again, this not sustainable over a long period of time.  This has to 

be a short-term solution. 

 

Kirbey asked, what happens if the economy doesn’t improve?  Bradner said, then they will have to cut programs 

or personnel. 
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Terjeson asked about benefits.  He noticed that overall salaries are going down but benefits are going up 13%.  

Finance Director Stewart Taylor said he will address that issue during his presentation. 

 

Library 

 

Library Director Ed Gallagher said the Library is the largest facility in the City.  They have been in the new 

building for one full year and had 400,000 visitors, a 17% increase.  They have 800,000 items to check out, a 20% 

increase.  They have five times the number of adults participating in new programs.  The new self-check machines 

do 52% of the check outs.  Compared to state standards for adequate staffing, the Library is short five FTEs.  By 

adding Sunday hours, they are definitely stretched to the limit.  

 

Gallagher said his direction by Hare was to cut 5%, or $128,000.  He proposed $197,000 in cuts, 54% above his 

required number.  The larger department’s costs for personnel are more than his at the Library, so he was 

determined to make that happen.  Fortunately the Library has foundations, grants, and endowments as support.   

 

The Library’s Materials & Services budget is $275,400, and is the only place they can cut.  They looked to the 

Oregon Community Foundation (Scharpf), Albany Library Foundation, and Friends of Albany Public Library and 

got $180,000, $ 35,000, and $20,000 respectively, for a total of $245,000.  They will be able to maintain their 

current book budget.  

 

Gallagher said to be sure to visit the basement of the Carnegie Library.  Improvements were made thanks to the 

partnership with the Albany Public Library Foundation. 

 

Johnson asked why the heating and fuel budget increased by 233%.  Gallagher said in the last year’s budget he 

forgot the Carnegie Library uses lots of heat and they had three cold months last year. 

 

Kirbey asked how the Materials & Services budget will impact the Library.  Gallagher said they have a lot of 

material that folks are borrowing.  There will be a cut to inventory, but they may cut movies, for example, in order 

to add back books. 

 

Folden asked what the usage is on Sundays.  Gallagher said it is proportionally the biggest day, even though they 

are open just four hours.  The public is happy, though it is a struggle with not enough staff. 

 

Gallagher explained how the computer-use only cards work.  They have over 40 machines available for the public 

to use. 

 

Community Development 

 

Community Development Director Greg Byrne said staffing for Community Development Department is down 

30%.  The staffing in Building is down 57% including contracted employees.  However, with the new fee 

structure they have been able to keep key, certified staff.  They should be able to rebound quickly when the 

economic activity returns to normal levels.  April 2010 was the first “net zero” month in a couple of years.   Byrne 

said that building inspections are up 43% over the same time last year and single family residential (SFR) permits 

are up 126%, so there is a bright future.  Byrne’s staff also consistently assists with code compliance activity and 

provides services to Public Works through the new Erosion Prevention Control Program.   

 

In Planning they are losing long-time employee Don Donovan who is retiring under the VSIP.  Donovan will be 

replaced by Heather Hansen as Planning Manager. This leaves a vacancy in the development review area of 

Planning.  Byrne said that for the last two years they have made consolidations in the department, such as moving 

administrative support under a single supervisor and cross training Planning and Building staff.   

Planning has used the slowdown in land development activity to work on long-term planning projects.  They are 

nearing completion on the Comprehensive Plan and Periodic Review; have studied Flood Plain data and created 
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an ordinance to comply with regulations; processed three rounds of updates to the ADC; studied downtown 

parking usage; completed a coordination agreement with the school district; and they continue the historic district 

and housing program.  They are starting to see activity pick up in land division including two new subdivisions 

next month. 

 

Byrne said that for the south part of the city, Planning staff is dealing with the zoning patterns, adequate street 

connections and trails, and protection and enhancement of Oak Street drainage.  However, they will not be able to 

maintain their standard high level of customer service with the staff cut backs.  They are fortunate they were able 

to retain their certified staff in Building.  They are capable of performing both plan review and field inspection so 

the Building Official can be effective in assigning staff to respond to the pace of development. 

 

Byrne said they anticipate three or more very large projects coming in over the next few months (two big boxes 

and an industrial).  This will tax the Building Division’s ability to keep pace, and will also be very welcome 

revenue.  Byrne said they are making other changes to streamline their operations. 

 

Byrne said they are working on two Six Sigma projects.  The first will provide more management data to the 

Building Official about field activities in order to assign staff more efficiently.  The second is evaluating the in-

house processing of SFR house plans.  The plan is to cut processing time to half of the state-mandated ten days to 

just five days.   

 

Byrne said other Directors have mentioned the great cooperation this year.  The second Six Sigma project is being 

staffed by Assistant Fire Chief Shane Wooton, Gallagher, and Management Systems Director Bob Woods and 

Byrne. 

 

Byrne said they have no capital assets other than a couple of cars; both are paid for.   

 

Byrne said they approved two grants from the Community Housing budget, both a continuation of similar grants, 

Housing Partnership for low-income families and Interfaith Volunteer Caregivers for senior care.  They 

anticipated a $400,000 rehab grant, but they just learned it will be reduced to $300,000. 

 

Coburn said that on page 38, the revenues listed for building permit surcharges, residential permits, and 

commercial permits seem optimistic.  He asked Byrne how he estimated those numbers.  Byrne said that the 

numbers are based on his best guess about what they think the market might do.  Single family home building will 

likely continue at the same pace, and there are 2-3 big boxes coming in which indicates a turnaround in 

commercial activity.  The big boxes might bring smaller retail as well. 

 

Konopa asked for an update on their cost recovery goals.  Byrne said the Building Division had been reviewing a 

cost-recovery fee structure with the Council over the last 18 months.  The Council recently approved an increase 

so fees are starting to come in line with costs and in April, the Building Division covered their costs for first time 

in two years.  Planning has also begun to analyze land division activity, though the Council has yet to act on that.  

It will come to the Council in a future meeting. 

 

Christman noticed that the line item for affordable housing projects has $218,000 budgeted for next year but only 

$15,000 has been spent year-to-date.  He asked why they asked for so much this year when they didn’t spend it all 

last year.  Byrne said they are appropriating the entire available amount in the program.  This is Community 

Development Block Grant (CDBG) money.  It is isolated in this fund to continue to assist with housing activities 

but in the last few years they haven’t had much activity.  He does think they will do neighborhood revitalization 

outside of the Central Albany Revitalization Agency (CARA) and he suggests using this as a revenue source.   

 

Konopa added that this fund has also helped to make loans to Albany Helping Hands. 

 

Johnson asked what the permit turnaround time is.  Byrne said for SFR there is a ten day turnaround; commercial 
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takes a few weeks longer.  Turnaround time is good right now.  They provide next day or same day inspections for 

the majority of calls.  Byrne discussed how the turnaround time compares now to what it had been before. The Six 

Sigma project is helping to streamline this process. 

 

Byrne said that with the fee increase, Building is requiring no General Fund support this year. 

  

Folden said on page 138, some line items have doubled.  Byrne said Contractual Services went up because they 

will be outsourcing a structural engineer for inspections.  The increase to Telephone is an attempt to do a much 

better job programming people in the field.  This is the first Six Sigma project.  The process will be automated to 

produce management data for better scheduling in the field.  This includes transmitting data in the field.  The 

Education & Training line item is much higher because staff lacked training and also the state has new codes that 

will require recertifying City inspectors. 

 

Finance 

 

Taylor also addressed the spirit of cooperation from all departments during the budget process.  Taylor recognizes 

that Finance is charged as a nondiscretionary item in many other budgets as part of Central Services.  Finance has 

looked at their budget just as critically in order to make contributions towards the effort. 

 

Taylor said departments were given an initial number which was reduced again, and they accepted it graciously.  

There was much give and take and flexibility.  Taylor appreciates the patience departments have had with the 

Finance Department through this process.  They have all worked well together. 

 

To Terjeson’s question about benefits, Taylor said that in prior years, Finance used the Eden module to identify 

staffing costs as a basis to build the budget.  This year with VSIP, they thought they would need to be more 

specific as to the cost for certain positions, so they used an Excel spreadsheet for position budgeting instead.  Staff 

met with each department to review the cost of each position, even their elections, to identify the cost associated 

with the employee if they were to take advantage of the VSIP.  What they found with the Excel calculations was 

that the Eden module had not been capturing the information they thought it should, such as vacancies.  So in 

some areas the budget will show an increase over last year because the Eden software was under representing 

positions.  This varies from department to department based on vacancies.  Discussion followed. 

 

Taylor said that in Finance and Municipal Court there are two VSIPs.  He said the City will be losing over 60 

years experience with the retirement of Assistant Finance Director John Stahl and Payroll Supervisor Debra 

Chase.  Taylor’s strategy is to fill the vacant Assistant Finance Director position with a Senior Accountant instead. 

He introduced Anne Baker, who will work with Stahl for a while before he retires.  In Payroll, Taylor is 

eliminating a position and promoting Marilyn Monson to Payroll Supervisor.  The Payroll vacancy will be 

partially filled by sharing the Clerk III position in the City Clerk’s Office.  Taylor believes in this way, Finance 

can maintain core services. 

 

Materials & Services were also cut and Equipment Replacement has been eliminated.  The Eden software fund 

and the Management Information System have been reduced.   

 

Taylor said in Municipal Court, there was an application for VSIP but the employee withdrew their application.  

They are eliminating a Court Clerk through attrition.  Taylor said Municipal Court has also had a corresponding 

reduction in court activity. 

 

Coburn asked where the outstanding debt shows in the Budget.  Taylor directed him to page 408.  The            

state-invoked limitation is that debt cannot exceed 3% of our assessed value, shown on page 406.  Taylor said he 

has discussed with the City’s bond counsel how to redistribute the debt.  The General Obligation bond would be 

the most direct since it requires a vote of people and full taxing authority.  Discussion followed about the difficulty 

in using System Development Charges (SDCs) to funds streets. 
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Olsen asked Taylor to give a recap on bond defeasance.  Taylor explained callable bonds and hiring an escrow 

agent to make payments.  There are $790,000 in bonds that are callable, which would render a 38% return on the 

dollars invested.  This would save $1.5 million.  If the 2002 General Obligation bond was defeased and the City 

were no longer making those payments, it would free up Parks & Recreation revenues and General Fund revenues. 

There is a cash-flow benefit.  The 2003 Water Revenue Bond also has two callable portions.  

 

COMMITTEE DISCUSSION 

 

Discussion will continue at the next meeting. 

 

NEXT MEETING  

 

The next meeting of the Budget Committee is Wednesday, May 19, 2010, at 6:30 p.m. 

 

OTHER BUSINESS 

 

There was no other business. 

 

ADJOURNMENT 

 

There being no other business, the meeting adjourned at 7:50 p.m. 

 

Submitted by, 

 

 

 

Mary A. Dibble, MMC 

Deputy City Clerk 

 


